
Nahw - The Followers -     التوابع  

There are numerous instances in Arabic Language where an اِسم is followed by 

another اِسم. The idea is to build sentences like "tall boy", or "The student has a 

book and a pen", or "Zaid and Amr both are sick" etc. In such cases the اِسم which 

comes later is called ْتـَابـِع (the follower) and the one which it follows is called 

 are in accordance with its تـَابـِعْ of إِعـْراب The .(the followed one) مـَتـْبـُوْع

مـَتـْبـُوْع

The تـَوَابـِع are of 5 kinds:

•  or the Adjective صـِفـْت

•  or the Conjunction عـَطـَفْ

•  or Emphasis تـَاكـِيـْد

•  or the Substitution بـَدَل

•  or the Explanatory Attachment عـَطـْفِبـَيـَان

and agrees with it in مـَوصـُوف follows its صـِفـْت In Arabic the : صـِفـْت

1. Grammatical State 
2. Definitiveness 
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3. Number 
4. Gender 

Examples of this kind of structure are ٌرَجـُلٌكـَرِيـْم (a noble man), ٰعـَلى 

 or (upon the right path) صـِرَاطٍمـُسـْتـَقـِيـْم

 Two students are reading two) الطـَّالـِبـَانِقـَارِئـَتـَانِكـِتـَابـَيـْنِمـُفـِيـْدَيـْنِ

beneficial books)

 اِسم or the Conjunction, as it is called in English, is used to connect two عـَطـَفْ

which are in the same ruling. The اِسم occurring before the ْحـَرْفِ عـَطـَف (i.e. the 

 is (مـَتـْبـُوْع i.e. the) and the one following it مـَعـْطـُوْف عـَلـَيه is called ( مـَتـْبـُوْع

called مـَعـْطـُوْف . Some of the commonly used ْحـَرُوفِ عـَطـَف are:

•  This is used to join two independent words or sentences :(and) و

e.g. 

 is و If .(Sa'ad and Ali are Sahabi) سـَعـْدٌ و َعـَلـِىٌ صـَحـَابـِيـَّانِ

connecting two sentences and the second one is a جـُمـْلـَة 

 takes on the meaning of while and such a و then اِسـِيـَّة

sentence introduced by the و is called جـُمـْلـَة حـَالـِيـَّة. For 

example, ْقـَامَ زَيـْدٌ وَ هـُوَيـَبـْكـِي (Zaid stood up [while] 

weeping)



•  This is sometimes used to :(and so, and then, and consequently) ف

join words but is more generally used to join sentences where it 

indicates a development in the narrative. Thus, when joining two 

clauses, it shows either that the latter is immediately subsequent 

to the former in time, or that it is connected with it by some 

internal link, like cause and effect: for example, 

 تـَرْمـِيـْهـِمْبـِحـِجـَارَةٍمـِنْسـِجـِّيلْ فـَجـَعـَلـَهـُمْ كـَعـَصـْفٍ مـَاْكـُولْ

(Casting against them stones of baked clay, So He rendered 

them like straw eaten up)

•  This conjunction is used to imply succession at an :(then) ثـُمَّ

interval. E.g. 

 Then Pharaoh) فـَتـَوَلـَّىٰ فـِرْعـَون ُ فـَجـَمـَعَ كـَيـْدَهُ ثـُمَّ أَتىٰ

withdrew and concerted his plan and then came to the place 

of appointment)

•  :For example :(or)أَوْ

 وَ قالـُوْ لـَنْ نـُوْمـِنَ لـَكَ حـَتـَّىٰ تـَفـْجـُرَلـَنا مـِنَ الأَرْضِ يـَنـْبـُوْعاً أَوْ

 They say, "We will not believe you unless) تـَكـُوْنَ لـَكَ جـَنـَّةٌ

you cause a spring to gush out of the ground or you have a 

garden...)



•  :This is used in interrogative structures, for example :(or) أَمْ

 is there an exemption for you in the) أَمْ لـَكـُمْ بـَرَأةٌ فـَـِى اَلزُّبـُرِ

scriptures?)

•  rather he is an) بـَلْ هـُوَ كـَذَّابٌ أَشـِر ,For example :(rather) بـَلْ

insolent liar) 

 is used for the purposes of emphasis either by using تـَوَابـِع This class of تـَاكـِيـْد

certain specific words or by employing repitition . It is subdivided in two sub-

classes:

1.  There are certain words in the Arabic Language : اَلتـَّوْكـِيـْدُالـْمـَعـْنـَوِىٌ

that are used to strengthen the idea of totality or self already contained in 

the مـَتـْبـُوْع . These are grouped together under the sub-class of تـَاكـِيـْد 

called ٌاَلتـَّوْكـِيـْدُالـْمـَعـْنـَوِى i.e. corroboration in meaning. Some examples 

of these words are ٌكـُل or ٌجـَمـِيـْع or ٌنـَفـْس. For example: ٌاَلـْوَزِيـْرُ ذَاهـِب 

or (The minister himself is going) نـَفـْسـُهُ

 ,Note that .(Zaid and Bakr both are sick) زَيـْدٌ وَبـَكـْرٌ كـِلاَهـُمـَا مـَرِيـْضـَانِ

to use ٌاَلتـَّوْكـِيـْدُالـْمـَعـْنـَوِى , you have to use the corresponding pronoun 

with the ْتـَابـِع 



2.  اَلتـَّوْكـِيـْدُ is called تـَاكـِيـْد The other sub-class of : اَلتـَّوْكـِيـْدُ اللـَّفـْظـِىٌ

 i.e. the verbal corroboration, which consists of repitition by اللـَّفـْظـِىٌ

means of words. For example: ٌاَلـْعـِلـْمُ نـَافـِعٌ نـَافـِع (Knowledge is 

beneficial, beneficial) or َمـَرَرْتُ بـِكَ بـِك (I passed by you, by you) 

 is used merely to introduce the اِسم before which another تـَابـِعْ is the kind of بـَدَل

 .(Zaid's brother, Hassan, is here) أَخـُوْ زَيـْدٍ حـَسـَنٌ حـَاضـِرٌ:For example .تـَابـِعْ

Here حـَسـَن, the ْتـَابـِع, is called بـَدَل and  is called ,مـَتـْبـُوْع the ,أَخـُوْ زَيـْدٍ

: بـَدَل There are four kinds of .مـُبـْدَلْ مـِنـْهُ

1.  .اِسم denote the same مـُبـْدَلْ مـِنـْهُ and the بـَدَل where both the بـَدَلُ الـْكـُلِّ

For example:

 ,The people of the city) جـَآنـِى قـَوْمُ الـْمـَدِيـْنـَةِ كـُبـْرَآوُهـُمْ وَ ضـُعـَفـَآوُهـُمْ

the great and the small, came to me) 

2.  :or the substitution of the part for the whole. For example بـَدَلُ الـْبـَعـْضِ

 I) أَكـَلـْتُالرَّغـِيـْفَ ثـُلـُثـَهُ or (I hit Zaid, on his head) ضـَرَبـْتُ زَيـْداً رَأسـَهُ

ate the loaf, the third part of it) 

3.  but is rather مـُبـْدَلْ مـِنـْهُ is not part of the بـَدَل where the بـَدَلُالاِشـْتـِمـَالْ

related to it. For example,



 فـِى or (Zaid, his learning filled me with surprise) أَعـْجـَبـَنـِى زَيـْدٌ عـِلـْمـُهُ

 (The student has the book cover in his hand) يـَدِ الـْطـَّالـِبِ الـْكـِتـَابُ غـِلاَفـُهُ

4. ,which is mentioned after an error. For example بـَدَل is the بـَدَلُ الـْغـَلـَطْ

 (I bought a horse - no, a donkey) إِشـْتـَرَيـْتُ فـَرَسـَاً حـِمـَاراً

Note that in both ِبـَدَلُ الـْبـَعـْض and ْبـَدَلُالاِشـْتـِمـَال a pronoun has to be brought 

in with the ُمـُبـْدَلْ مـِنـْه

 For .مـَتـْبـُوْع which is used to more clearly define its تـَابـِعْ is the عـَطـْفِبـَيـَان

example,

 Allah has ordained Ka'ba - the Sacred) جـَعـَلَ اللـَّهُ كـَعـْبـَةَ الـْبـَيـْتَ الـْحـَرَامَ

House - as sanctified) or

 is lighted [with oil of] a blessed [which]) يـُوْقـَدُ مـِنْ شـَجـَرَةٍ مـُبـَارَكـَةٍ زَيـْتـُوْنـَةٍ

tree, an olive)

This wraps up our discussion of تـَوَابـِع . Hopefully, this post will be helpful for 

those planning to delve a little deep into the technicalities of Classical Arabic 

Grammar, Insha Allah.
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